Faculty and research

Academic departments
We are driven to impact the world’s most significant challenges. Our faculty members bring that quest for knowledge into the classroom and into their research. On average, the W. P. Carey faculty publishes over 150 research articles in top-tier research publications annually.

School of Accountancy
Morrison School of Agribusiness
Department of Economics
Department of Finance
Department of Information Systems
Department of Management and Entrepreneurship
Department of Marketing
Department of Supply Chain Management

Editorships
Oliver Boguth, associate editor, Journal of Empirical Finance
Thomas Choi, senior editor, Production and Operations Management
Michael Hanneman, editor, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences
Naomi Mandel, associate editor, Customer Needs and Solutions
Michal Matejka, editor, Journal of Management Accounting Research
Ashok Mishra, editor, Journal of Agribusiness in Developing and Emerging Economies
Chris Neck, deputy editor, Journal of Leadership and Management
Elliott Rabinovich, associate editor, Journal of Supply Chain Management
Asim Roy, senior editor, Big Data Analytics
Raghu Santanam, senior editor, Information Systems Research
Daniel Silverman, co-editor, American Economic Journal: Economic Policy
Sunil Wahal, associate editor, Journal of Banking and Finance

W. P. Carey’s faculty ranks among the best in the world, consistently Top 25 worldwide in the University of Texas at Dallas Business School Research Productivity Rankings.
Research centers and labs

Generating research, ideas, and information that support academics and business professionals.

**RESEARCH CENTERS**

- adidas and ASU Global Sport Alliance
- Center for the Advanced Study in Economic Efficiency
- Center for Advanced Procurement Strategy (CAPS Research)
- Center for Competitiveness and Prosperity Research
- Center for Entrepreneurship
- Center for Environmental Economics and Sustainability Policy (CEESP)
- Center for Investment Engineering
- Center for Real Estate Theory and Practice
- Center for Services Leadership (CSL)
- Center for the Study of Economic Liberty
- JPMorgan Chase Economic Outlook Center
- L. William Seidman Research Institute

**RESEARCH LABS**

- Actionable Analytics Lab
- Complex Adaptive Supply Networks Research Accelerator (CASN-RA)
- Digital Society Initiative
- Food and Agribusiness Lab (FAB Lab)
- Frontier Economies Logistics Lab (FELL)
- Health Sector Supply Chain Research Consortium (HSRC-ASU)
- Internet Edge Supply Chain Lab

Advisory boards

More than 350 corporations and senior business leaders partner with the W. P. Carey School of Business.

- Accountancy Advisory Board
- CAPS Research
- Center for Services Leadership Board
- Dean's Council
- Entrepreneurship Advisory Board
- Finance Advisory Board
- Information Systems Executive Advisory Board
- Network for Value Chain Excellence
- Professional Sales Advisory Board
- Real Estate Advisory Board
- Sports Business Association Advisory Board
- W. P. Carey Logistics Alliance

wpcarey.asu.edu